Sharing some sparkle....
With such a vast array of wonderful chandeliers, lanterns, wall lights and
many more items that we have in stock. We thought now would be a great
time to share with you some of our favourites.

Classic Regency Style
A Regency tent and bag style chandelier with 8 decorative metal arms wired with tall tapered
electric candles fitted in cut glass nozzles. The body of the chandelier is dressed with strands of
modern octagonal crystal buttons and icicles which disguise an additional 8 internal lights.
Metalwork is finished in English gilt.

Size: W 100cm, H 140cm
Reference: cs 2012

Rock Crystal Cage Chandelier
A gilded brass French cage style chandelier with 18 low voltage dimmable candles arranged on two
tiers, dressed with traditional rock crystal and amethyst pear drops.

Size: W 71cm, H 107cm

Reference: cs 1981

Tole Style Chandelier
Tole is an old word for painted or enameled tin. Our shade is made of modern laminated materials
with a glossy gold interior and a satin black exterior.

Inside is a 6 branch solid brass pendant with clear glass chimneys. The inspiration for this
chandelier comes from a fitting seen at Waddesdon Manor near Aylesbury in Buckinghamshire.
Height can be adjusted by shortening or lengthening the chains.

Size: W 74cm, H 65 - 95cm
Reference: cs 1980

Decorative 'Windsor' Lantern
Our standard Windsor lantern is based on one we reproduced for Windsor Castle following the fire.
This version has been augmented with decorative palmette motifs to the top rails, a fancy fringe to
the bottom rails and acorn feet. Pictured in English gilt, we have 3 in stock and they can be
completed in any finish required. A larger version is also available.
Size: W 46cm, H 93cm
Reference: cs 1970

Tent and Waterfall Chandelier
Reproduction Victorian tent and waterfall chandelier. 14 'J' arms attach to the main ring and hold cut
pans and nozzles with tall tapered French candles. Fully dressed with hand cut crystal pendant rule
drops and octagonal buttons. Metalwork finished in silver plate and clear lacquered.
Size: W 46cm, H 93cm
Reference: cs 1970

Manchester Assembly Rooms
Chandeliers
Originally a suite of three chandeliers, just this pair remain and are being restored by Wilkinson.
Originally designed for use with gas, the taps are still clearly visible, they have been adapted for
candles and can be wired for electricity if required. Restoration works included the manufacture of
new lead crystal pieces to replace those that had been lost or damaged beyond repair, the original
metalwork has been re polished and lacquered and all the crystal dressings repinned. They were
likely made by Perry & Co. when the Manchester Assembly Rooms opened in its Cheetham Hill
Road location in 1857.
The chandelier is over 3 meters tall and weighs 157kg. We are still working on the restoration of the
second chandelier in the pair, but would consider selling them singly.

Size: W 193cm, H 315cm
Reference: cs 1960

Reproduction Perry Chandelier
Reproduction of a popular design by Perry & Co, mixing hand cut crystal stem pieces with ormolu.
18 lights across 2 tiers of rope twist arms. Dressed with round double pointed buttons and pear
pendants. Wired with French candles.

Size: W 92cm, H 152cm
Reference: cs 1942

Colza Table Lamps
Originally designed for use with colza (rape seed) oil, our historic reproduction 2 branch table lamp
is now lit with electric lamps. The decorative metalwork is finished in dark bronze and polished
brass. It is also available as a single branch version. You can find our reproductions at several
locations including the magnificently restored Auckland Castle in County Durham and the National
Trust's Attingham Park in Shrewsbury.

Size: W 45cm, H 47cm
Reference: cs 1941

Large Solid Brass Circular Lantern
Large solid brass circular lantern in gold lacquered finish with 3 internal lights. Also available in
three other sizes.
Size: W 42cm, H 78cm
Reference: cs 1879

Gilt and Bronze Dishlight
A faithful reproduction of a historic Regency dishlight with a hand cut crystal dish and ornate
metalwork finished in English gilt and dark bronze. 4 arms surround a central urn with each arm
holding a frosted etched lotus shade. The cut glass dish is suspended by 4 rectangular split link
chains which attach to a decorative top leaf corona.
Size: W 66cm, H 137cm
Reference: cs 1854

Osler & Faraday Reproduction Wall
Light
Our most popular wall light, this Osler & Faraday 2 branch brass wall light was model no.
O.F.6201. Supplied in any finish and wired with either French candles as illustrated or lamp holders
with card candle tubes. More than 10 available.
Size: W 28cm, H 47cm
Reference: cs 1807

The Asprey Chandelier
Wilkinson were commissioned to make these special 16 light chandeliers with rib fluted cut crystal
trumpet shades for each of their stores around the world. U arms and S arms alternate creating inner
and outer circles of shades. Metalwork is polished heavy silver plate with a special Monarch
Shield lacquer to prevent tarnishing.
Size: W 115cm, H 60cm
Reference: cs1806
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We are still here...
Thank you to everyone who has been in touch and enquiring during this tough time, we really
appreciate your ongoing support.
We are still monitoring emails if you have any enquiries. Email - enquiries@wilkinson-ltd.com.
Please stay safe and well
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